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Does it pay to forward market?
In a study covering 30 years of the market movement, research showed forward marketing
half of the expected production year over year was, in turn, more profitable than selling it all
at harvest. The study covered a southeast Colorado farmer and his sorghum crop, and
what would have happened had he forward marketed his crops over those 30 years. The
study looked at marketing half the crop in the spring, where the price was on average
higher over the 30 year period, and the rest at harvest. Even in the years when there was a
production loss and contracts weren't filled, the farmer was still more profitable than not
forward contracting at all. In the end, his profitability over the 30 years with taking these risk
management steps, would have been much higher.
A closing comment in the article about the study titled "Long-term analysis validates the
value of forward contracting" published by Kansas Farmer in September 2018 was the
occasional failure to deliver "won't cost you the farm." All in all, it is important to consider
the compound effect of forward contracting. Small sales over time to hedge your grain and
manage risk will compound and create larger rewards in the future. Forward marketing with
Team Marketing Alliance is a smart strategy to ensure your profitability and minimize risk.
The article referenced can be found at www.kansasfarmer.com/crops/long-term-analysis-validates-valueforward-contracting.
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Upcoming Reports
Crop Production
Thursday, October 11
Thursday, November 8
Crop Progress
Every Monday at 3 p.m.
WASDE Report
Thursday, October 11
Thursday, November 8

Market Movement
WHEAT
Bearish
Existing carryout remains. Russian
exports remain the lower cost
product. Improved US conditions and
soil moisture create opportunity for
solid 2019 crop growing conditions.
Bullish
Rumors still swirling in regards to
Russian crop and export issues.
Weather continues to be a complication
in global production, affecting Australia
and other wheat producing countries.

CORN

SOYBEANS

Bearish
Crop conditions remain unchanged for
this time frame, year over year. Corn
harvested is 10% ahead of the 5 year
average, with larger producing states
still maintaining high rated condition
scores.

Bearish
Lack of new news of trade with China.
Talk continues on South America's
increasing bean acres, with chance of
record high crop numbers.

Bullish
Incoming rain could cause delays in
harvest. Corn traded up going into the
first day of October with trade news
between US, Canada, and Mexico.
Exports have remained above
expectations.

Bullish
Anticipated rains could affect harvest,
with predictions of flooding lasting
several days. Trade with Canada and
Mexico presented uptick in market
coming into October.

Top Three Things You Can Do With Unsold Bushels at
Harvest Instead of Paying Storage
Price your grain at the current market
Price grain and re-own, penny for penny, off any futures
month with flex point
Unlimited upside potential
Downside risk is limited to the stop you place in the market

Price grain and re-own with limited risk and unlimited
upside potential
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